This document is due to a question asked in the Dark Side of the Universe conference, 2010, in Leon, Mexico, when a researcher from India asked the author about how to obtain a stability analysis of massive gravitons. The answer to this question involves an extension of the usual Pauli_Fiertz Langrangian , with non zero graviton mass contributing to a relationship between the trace of a re done GR stress-energy tensor ( assuming non zero graviton mass) , and the trace of a re done symmetric tensor , times a tiny mass for a 4 dimensional graviton. The resulting analysis makes use of Visser's treatment of a stress energy tensor, with experimental applications discussed in the resulting analysis. If the square of frequency of a massive graviton is real valued and greater than zero, stability can be possibly confirmed experimentally.
Introduction
The supposition advanced in this article is that relic energy flux initially is central to making predictions as to can one make a statement about necessary conditions for 'massive' graviton stability ? The conclusion is that stability of a massive graviton needs the square of frequency to be positive real valued, for reasons the author will bring up in this manuscript.
What can be said about massive graviton stability ? Necessary conditions
We look at work presented by Maggiorie, 4 which specifically delineated for non zero graviton mass, where
Our work uses Visser's 5 1998 analysis of non zero graviton mass for both T and h. We will use the above equation with a use of particle count f n for a way to present initial GW relic inflation density using the definition given by Maggiore 4 as a way to state that a particle count ( ) ( )
where f n is the frequency-based numerical count of gravitons per unit phase space. To do so, let us give the reasons for using Visser's 5 values for T and h above, in Eqn. (1) . While Maggiore's explanation 4 , and his treatment of gravitational wave density is very good, the problem we have is that any relic conditions for GW involve stochastic back ground, and also that many theorists have relied upon either turbulence/ and or other forms of plasma induced generation of shock waves, as stated by Duerrer, et. al. 6 and others looking at the electro weak transition as a GW generator. If relic conditions can also yield GW / graviton production, and the consequences exist up to the present era, as Beckwith presented, then the question of stability of gravitons is even more essential Beckwith write up an early energy flux for GW/ gravitons which he wrote as The f n value obtained, was used to make a relationship , using Y. J. Ng's entropy 7 counting algorithm of roughly f entropy n S~. We assert that in order to obtain f entropy n S~ from initial graviton production, as a way to quantify f n , that a small mass of the graviton can be assumed. A small mass graviton in four dimensions only makes sense if it is a stable construct. The remainder of this article will be in giving specific cases as to criteria for stability for the low mass 4 dimensional graviton assumed by the author in obtaining his value of f entropy n S~1 ,2,7 and resultant information content present in the early universe. In doing so, the author will address if the correspondence principle and the closeness of the links to massless formalism of the graviton as will be brought up is due to T'Hoofts 1,2,8 idea of an embedding of QM within what he calls deterministic quantum theory, involving an embedding of quantum physics within a slightly 'larger' highly non linear structure.
Defining the Graviton problem and using Visser's (1998) inputs into uv T
We begin our inquiry by initially looking at a modification of what was presented by R. 
According to Jin Young Kim 10 , if the square of the frequency of a graviton, with mass, is >0, and real valued, it is likely that the graviton is stable, at least with regards to perturbations. Kim's article 10 is with regards to Gravitons in brane / string theory, but it is likely that the same dynamic for semi classical representations of a graviton with mass.
Conditions permitting Eqn (8) to have positive values
Looking at Eqn. (8) is the same as looking at the following, analyzing how This value of 7 6 10 10 ⋅ ≈ to n f as given by Beckwith 2 would be put into Eqn. (2) above, which would have implications for what to look for in stochastic GW generation.
Revisiting Ng's counting algorithm for entropy, and Graviton mass
The wave length for a graviton as may be chosen to do such an information exchange would be part of a graviton as being part of an information counting algorithm as can be put below, namely: Argue that when taking the log, that the 1/N term drops out. As used by Ng
This, according to Ng, 7 The author's work tends to support this value, and if gravitons are indeed stable in initial conditions, information exchange between a prior to a present universe may become a topic of experimental investigation.
5. Conclusion, giant graviton stability possible, and may allow for survival of gravitons with mass in early universe conditions.
The author pursued this question, partly due to wishing to determine if a non brane theory way to identify graviton stability existed. The author was particularly impressed with Vissor's treatment of gravitons in the context of both an alleged graviton wave length, and the net slow down of gravitons, as referenced in Eqn. (7). Note, that the treatment of Eqn. (6) above heavily depends upon a small mass to the graviton very slightly lowering the speed of graviton to just below the speed of light. As the graviton mass is slight, the velocity of a spin two graviton is ALMOST the speed of light. If Eqn.
(12) can be verified experimentally, and there is a search done as to permissible regions of space time for graviton production, then the author hopes for a refinement and vetting experimentally as to Duerrer's et. al's 6 supposition of turbulence in the electro weak transition being the major source for GW/ graviton production in early universe cosmology. In addition, it may give experimental evidence for the use by work with gravitons.
